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Motivation
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The Standard Model (SM) predicts a relationship between the W boson mass and 
other parameters of electroweak theory: 

Figure 2.9: Higher order correction on the W boson mass from a top-quark loop.

Figure 2.10: Higher order correction on the W boson mass from a Higgs loop.

from the cross-section ratio R. The direct measurement has very di⇥erent systematics from the

indirect approach. Many of these systematics will scale down with more statistics in our calibration

samples. Direct measurement of the W boson width does not require theoretical inputs for ⇧W /⇧Z

and �(W ⇥ e⇤) which might be sensitive to physics beyond the Standard Model. Because the

width measurement looks at kinematic regions high above the mass pole, it is sensitive to new

physics such as an additional heavy vector boson (W ’). The partial width �W (W ⇥ e⇤) is given

by:

�(W ⇥ e⇤) =
GµM3

W

6⌅
⇤

2
[1 + ⇥SM ] , (2.12)

where Gµ = (1.16639± 0.00002)� 10�5GeV/c2 is the muon decay constant, and ⇥SM corresponds

to small higher-order SM corrections.

The measurement described in this thesis assumes the Standard Model value for the ratio

�tot(W )/�(W ⇥ e⇤), predicted to be

�tot(W )
�(W ⇥ e⇤)

= 3 + 6 [1 + �s(MW )/⌅] , (2.13)
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Figure 2.9: Higher order correction on the W boson mass from a top-quark loop.

Figure 2.10: Higher order correction on the W boson mass from a Higgs loop.
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related to the Top quark mass as related to the Higgs mass as

e.g. e.g.

Precise knowledge of the W mass and top 
quark mass can indirectly constrain the mass 

of the hypothetical Higgs boson.
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Motivation
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∆mH/∆mW ~ 170 ∆mH/∆mt

The Higgs mass is much more sensitive 
to the W mass than the top mass:

For equal constraint on the Higgs 
mass, W mass has to be 

measured much more precise 
than the top quark mass: 

∆mW ~ 0.006 ∆mt

The W mass is the limiting factor 
in constraining the Higgs mass.
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Results from direct searches of Higgs boson 

Comparison of 
indirect constraints and direct searches of Higgs  

is an important test of the SM.

Most likely mass region @ 95% C.L. : Today (7 March 2012)       

19

discussed in detail below. The width of the dip in the p-values from 120 to 130 GeV is consistent with the resolution436

of the H → bb̄ and H → W+W− channels.437

We perform a fit of the signal-plus-background hypothesis to the observed data, allowing the signal strength to vary438

as a function of mH . The resulting best-fit signal strength is shown in Figure 9, normalized to the SM prediction. The439

signal strength is within 1σ of the SM expectation with a Higgs boson signal in the range 110 < mH < 140 GeV/c2.440

The largest signal fit in this range, normalized to the SM prediction, is obtained at 130 GeV. The reason the highest441

signal strength is at 130 GeV while the smallest p-value from Figure 8 is at 120 GeV is because a signal at 120 GeV442

would have a higher cross section than a signal at 130 GeV, and since the resolution of the discriminants cannot443

distinguish very well such a small mass difference, a signal at 120 GeV would be similar to a signal at 130 GeV with444

a larger multiplier on the predicted cross section.445

We choose to use the intersections of piecewise linear interpolations of our observed and expected rate limits in446

order to quote ranges of Higgs boson masses that are excluded and that are expected to be excluded. The sensitivities447
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FIG. 5: Observed and expected (median, for the background-only hypothesis) 95% C.L. upper limits on the ratios to the SM
cross section, as functions of the Higgs boson mass for the combined CDF and D0 analyses. The limits are expressed as a
multiple of the SM prediction for test masses (every 5 GeV/c2) for which both experiments have performed dedicated searches
in different channels. The points are joined by straight lines for better readability. The bands indicate the 68% and 95%
probability regions where the limits can fluctuate, in the absence of signal. The limits displayed in this figure are obtained with
the Bayesian calculation.

ATLAS: 
117.5 - 118.5 GeV 

or 
122.5 - 129 GeV

CMS: 
114.4 - 127.5 GeV Tevatron Higgs exclusion
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4.3 fb-1
Published 1 fb-1

Run IIa Run IIb

another 5 fb-1 
on tape

New result today

MW = 80401 ± 43 MeV

Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 141801 (2009).
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Analysis Strategy at D0
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Reconstruct three observables:

P e
T 6ETMW

T
MW

T =

q
2P e

T 6ET (1� cos��)

A Fast MC model to generate templates of the 
3 observables with different W mass hypotheses. 
Fit the templates to the data to extract W mass.  

Using Z->ee events for detector calibration 

The Fast MC model:
- Event Generator: Resbos(CTEQ6.6)+Photos
- Parameterized Detector Model 

A Typical W→eν Event in DØ Detector 4

3

I. HADRONIC RECOIL SMEARING19

The hadronic model used in the W Mass Fast Monte Carlo is a complex multicomponent model which can be20

logically divided as:21

uhad
T = uhard

T + usoft
T + uelec

T + uFSR
T (1)

uhard
T is the component from the vector boson recoil, usoft

T describes the zero bias and minimum bias contribution,22

uelec
T = �

⌃
e �u⇤ · ⌥pe

T models the recoil energy under the electron window and, finally, uFSR
T is the out-of-cone23

FSR contribution. A detailed description of each component can be found in the corresponding Run IIa note [1]24

and, besides a brief review in IA, it is not repeated here. We focus on the parameters of the model that had to be25

redetermined, modifications to the model and additional cross-checks that were made. The model for uelec
T was also26

updated and it is described in a dedicated note [2].27
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FIG. 1. The individual components simulated by the W Mass analysis Fast Monte Carlo. The recoil components are represented
in blue.

A. Review of the smearing model28

As described in [1], the hard recoil is derived from a Z ⇥ ��̄ Full GEANT Monte Carlo model. To take into account29

the e⇥ect of the electrons in the detection of the hadronic recoil, as well as imperfections in the DØ Monte Carlo,30

additional smearing parameters are introduced. From the Z ⇥ ��̄ model, a pair (uhard
T ,�⇥hard) is randomly selected31

as a function of the boson transverse momentum qT , where �⇥hard is the azimuthal angle between the hard recoil32

vector and the vector boson before any further smearing. The smearing is then applied as:33

u⇤,hard
T,smear =

⇥
RelScaleA + RelScaleB · e�qT /�HAD

⇤
qT ⇤

uT

qT
⌅⇤ +RelSampA

⌅
u⇤
T � qT ⇤

uT

qT
⌅⇤
⇧

u⇥,hard
T,smear = u⇥

T

(2)

where, u⇤
T = uT · cos(�⇥hard), u⇥

T = uT · sin(�⇥hard) and the mean values ⇤uT

�
qT ⌅ are determined from the distri-34

butions from which the pair (uhard
T ,�⇥hard) is selected.35

The soft recoil is derived from a minimum bias and zero bias libraries which are produced from data or Monte Carlo36

simulation. The procedure to produce these libraries is also described in [1, 3]. An additional library to describe37

FIG. 1. The individual components simulated by the W Mass analysis Fast Monte Carlo. The

recoil components are represented in blue. The top-bottom asymmetry of the detector, although

described in the analysis, is not represented in the figure since its source is not a fundamental

physical e�ect, but an imperfection of the instrumentation (see Section III).

e⇥ects of the finite detector resolution. The smearing is then applied as:40

uk,hard
T,smear =

�
RelScaleA + RelScaleB · e�qT /�HAD

⇥
qT ⇤

uT

qT
⌅k + RelSampA

⌅
uk
T � qT ⇤

uT

qT
⌅k
⇧

u?,hard
T,smear = u?

T

(2)

where, uk
T = uT · cos(��hard), u?

T = uT · sin(��hard) and the mean values ⇤uT

⇤
qT ⌅ are41

determined from the distributions from which the pair (uhard
T ,��hard) is selected.42

The soft recoil is derived from a minimum bias and zero bias libraries which are produced43

from data or Monte Carlo simulation. The procedure to prepare these libraries is also44

described in [1, 3]. An additional library to describe the di⇥erence in the zero supression45

between the top and bottom parts of the DØ calorimeter is needed to the full GEANT46

Monte Carlo closure part of this analysis (see section III). The components uMB
T and uZB

T47

are randomly selected from the minimum bias and zero bias libraries. The smearing, using48

a simples scale factor, is applied only on uMB
T to cancel double counting that is unavoidable49

using CC electrons with pT>25GeV
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Challenge in Run IIb analysis
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RunIIb high instantaneous luminosity results in much higher energy deposition from 
additional        collisions (pileup) contaminating the detector and complicating the 
modeling of detector effects.

Scalar ET (electron removed)  from W->eν events from W->eν events

~3 times larger 
in RunIIb

~2 times larger 
in RunIIb

The Parameterized Detector Model for RunIIa 
analysis is not sufficient to describe RunIIb data!
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Electron Model:

Response Resolution

1. Energy loss due to FSR
2. Recoil, spectator partons interactions and pile-up contamination inside 

electron reconstruction cone
3. Effects due to electronics noise subtraction and baseline subtraction (to 

subtract residue energy deposition from previous bunch crossings)

E
reco

= R
EM

(E
true

)⌦ �
EM

(E
true

) +�E
corr

(RunIIb Challenge)

ΔEcorr Model: Model Update in RunIIbHard Recoil, 
spectator parton interactions, and 
pile-up

electron

electron 
reconstruction 

window (the circle)

FSR

Recoil Model: 
~uT = ~uHard

T + ~uSoft
T + ~uElec

T + ~uFSR
T

“pure” Hard 
Recoil balancing 
W or Z boson

Soft Recoil: 
pile-up and 
spectator 
parton 
interactions

Model Update in RunIIb
In the same framework of ΔEcorr Modeling
What has been added to (subtracted from) the 
electron has to be subtracted from (added to) 
the recoil.

Example of the RunIIb Updates

Recoil PT
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Final electron energy scale tuning

9

The art is we firstly correct/model these non-linear energy responses:
- correction of the energy loss due to dead material, 
- simulation of effects of instantaneous luminosity, 
- modeling of underlying energy flow (as one example shown in the last slide).

Then, the final electron energy response is assumed to be a linear function 
of the Etrue :

REM (Etrue) = ↵ · (Etrue � Ētrue) + � + Ētrue

We are actually measuring mW/mZ.

The scale and offset are determined 
separately for 4 instantaneous luminosity 
sub-samples. 
The good agreement of the 4 contours 
shows our corrections of non-linear 
energy response work very well.

This is calibrated using Z->ee events, with known Z mass value from LEP.
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FIG. 2: The (a) mT , (b) peT , and (c) /ET distributions for data and fastmc simulation with backgrounds. The χ values are
shown below each distribution, where χi = [Ni − (fastmci)]/σi for each bin in the distribution, Ni and fastmci are the data
and fastmc template yields in bin i, respectively, and σi is the statistical uncertainty in bin i. The fit ranges are indicated by
the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of theMW measurement.

∆MW (MeV)
Source mT peT /ET

Electron energy calibration 16 17 16
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 5 6 14
Electron efficiencies 1 3 5
Backgrounds 2 2 2
Experimental Subtotal 18 20 24
PDF 11 11 14
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production Subtotal 13 14 17
Total 22 24 29

ble II also shows the MW uncertainties arising from the
backgrounds.

The uncertainties due to the production mechanism
are dominated by the uncertainties due to the PDFs.
These affect the MW measurement since a change in the
momentum fraction carried by the quarks in the p or p
results in a change in acceptance of the electrons from
W boson decay after application of the electron pseudo-
rapidity requirements. The uncertainties in the PDF are
propagated to a one standard deviation uncertainty in
MW by generating ensembles of W boson events using
pythia with the CTEQ6.1 [27] prescription. The other
production uncertainties have been discussed above.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the χ2 val-
ues computed for the differences between the data and
fastmc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We perform a variety
of consistency checks of the stability of our results. We
vary the fit ranges for the mT , peT and /ET distributions.
The data are also divided into statistically independent

categories based on instantaneous luminosity, time, elec-
tron η, and the projection of #uT on the electron direction.
The exclusion region near CC module edges is varied, and
the selection requirement on uT is varied. The results are
stable to within the measurement uncertainty for each of
these tests.
The total correlations among the three W boson mass

measurements are determined by combining the covari-
ance matrices for each source of uncertainty. For uncer-
tainties which arise from sample statistics, such as the
electron energy scale, the full covariance matrices are de-
termined using ensemble studies. For uncertainties which
are non-statistical in nature, such as the QED uncer-
tainty, the correlations among the three observables are
defined as 100% to prevent these uncertainties from being
decreased in the combination. The resulting total cor-
relations, including both categories of uncertainties, are
0.89 (mT , peT ), 0.86 (mT , /ET ) and 0.75 (peT , /ET ). When
considering only the uncertainties which are allowed to
decrease in the combination, we find that the /ET mea-
surement has negligible weight. We therefore combine
the mT and peT measurements using the method [28] and
obtain

MW = 80.367± 0.013 (stat)± 0.022 (syst) GeV

= 80.367± 0.026 GeV.

The probability to observe a larger difference than ob-
served between these two measurements is 2.8%. The
probability to observe a larger difference than observed
when all three measurements are combined is 5%. We
combine this measurement with the earlier D0 measure-
ment [6] to obtain

MW = 80.375± 0.011 (stat)± 0.020 (syst) GeV

= 80.375± 0.023 GeV.

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available
statistics of the W → eν and Z → ee samples. Thus, a

W data

Fitted result:
 mW = 80371 ± 13 (stat) MeV

Fitted result:
 mW = 80343 ± 14 (stat) MeV

MT pT(e)
1,677k W events
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W data
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FIG. 2: The (a) mT , (b) peT , and (c) /ET distributions for data and fastmc simulation with backgrounds. The χ values are
shown below each distribution, where χi = [Ni − (fastmci)]/σi for each bin in the distribution, Ni and fastmci are the data
and fastmc template yields in bin i, respectively, and σi is the statistical uncertainty in bin i. The fit ranges are indicated by
the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of theMW measurement.

∆MW (MeV)
Source mT peT /ET

Electron energy calibration 16 17 16
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 5 6 14
Electron efficiencies 1 3 5
Backgrounds 2 2 2
Experimental Subtotal 18 20 24
PDF 11 11 14
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production Subtotal 13 14 17
Total 22 24 29

ble II also shows the MW uncertainties arising from the
backgrounds.

The uncertainties due to the production mechanism
are dominated by the uncertainties due to the PDFs.
These affect the MW measurement since a change in the
momentum fraction carried by the quarks in the p or p
results in a change in acceptance of the electrons from
W boson decay after application of the electron pseudo-
rapidity requirements. The uncertainties in the PDF are
propagated to a one standard deviation uncertainty in
MW by generating ensembles of W boson events using
pythia with the CTEQ6.1 [27] prescription. The other
production uncertainties have been discussed above.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the χ2 val-
ues computed for the differences between the data and
fastmc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We perform a variety
of consistency checks of the stability of our results. We
vary the fit ranges for the mT , peT and /ET distributions.
The data are also divided into statistically independent

categories based on instantaneous luminosity, time, elec-
tron η, and the projection of #uT on the electron direction.
The exclusion region near CC module edges is varied, and
the selection requirement on uT is varied. The results are
stable to within the measurement uncertainty for each of
these tests.
The total correlations among the three W boson mass

measurements are determined by combining the covari-
ance matrices for each source of uncertainty. For uncer-
tainties which arise from sample statistics, such as the
electron energy scale, the full covariance matrices are de-
termined using ensemble studies. For uncertainties which
are non-statistical in nature, such as the QED uncer-
tainty, the correlations among the three observables are
defined as 100% to prevent these uncertainties from being
decreased in the combination. The resulting total cor-
relations, including both categories of uncertainties, are
0.89 (mT , peT ), 0.86 (mT , /ET ) and 0.75 (peT , /ET ). When
considering only the uncertainties which are allowed to
decrease in the combination, we find that the /ET mea-
surement has negligible weight. We therefore combine
the mT and peT measurements using the method [28] and
obtain

MW = 80.367± 0.013 (stat)± 0.022 (syst) GeV

= 80.367± 0.026 GeV.

The probability to observe a larger difference than ob-
served between these two measurements is 2.8%. The
probability to observe a larger difference than observed
when all three measurements are combined is 5%. We
combine this measurement with the earlier D0 measure-
ment [6] to obtain

MW = 80.375± 0.011 (stat)± 0.020 (syst) GeV

= 80.375± 0.023 GeV.

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available
statistics of the W → eν and Z → ee samples. Thus, a

Fitted result:
 mW = 80355 ± 15 (stat) MeV

MET
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Summary of uncertainties
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Combination of the measurements
Results from the three observables are highly correlated:

When we consider only the uncertainties which are allowed to decrease in the combination 
(e.g. not QED), we find that the MET measurement has negligible weight. 
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We therefore only retain pT(e) and mT for the combination:
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FIG. 2: The (a) mT , (b) peT , and (c) /ET distributions for data and fastmc simulation with backgrounds. The χ values are
shown below each distribution, where χi = [Ni − (fastmci)]/σi for each bin in the distribution, Ni and fastmci are the data
and fastmc template yields in bin i, respectively, and σi is the statistical uncertainty in bin i. The fit ranges are indicated by
the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of theMW measurement.

∆MW (MeV)
Source mT peT /ET

Electron energy calibration 16 17 16
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 5 6 14
Electron efficiencies 1 3 5
Backgrounds 2 2 2
Experimental Subtotal 18 20 24
PDF 11 11 14
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production Subtotal 13 14 17
Total 22 24 29

ble II also shows the MW uncertainties arising from the
backgrounds.

The uncertainties due to the production mechanism
are dominated by the uncertainties due to the PDFs.
These affect the MW measurement since a change in the
momentum fraction carried by the quarks in the p or p
results in a change in acceptance of the electrons from
W boson decay after application of the electron pseudo-
rapidity requirements. The uncertainties in the PDF are
propagated to a one standard deviation uncertainty in
MW by generating ensembles of W boson events using
pythia with the CTEQ6.1 [27] prescription. The other
production uncertainties have been discussed above.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the χ2 val-
ues computed for the differences between the data and
fastmc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We perform a variety
of consistency checks of the stability of our results. We
vary the fit ranges for the mT , peT and /ET distributions.
The data are also divided into statistically independent

categories based on instantaneous luminosity, time, elec-
tron η, and the projection of #uT on the electron direction.
The exclusion region near CC module edges is varied, and
the selection requirement on uT is varied. The results are
stable to within the measurement uncertainty for each of
these tests.
The total correlations among the three W boson mass

measurements are determined by combining the covari-
ance matrices for each source of uncertainty. For uncer-
tainties which arise from sample statistics, such as the
electron energy scale, the full covariance matrices are de-
termined using ensemble studies. For uncertainties which
are non-statistical in nature, such as the QED uncer-
tainty, the correlations among the three observables are
defined as 100% to prevent these uncertainties from being
decreased in the combination. The resulting total cor-
relations, including both categories of uncertainties, are
0.89 (mT , peT ), 0.86 (mT , /ET ) and 0.75 (peT , /ET ). When
considering only the uncertainties which are allowed to
decrease in the combination, we find that the /ET mea-
surement has negligible weight. We therefore combine
the mT and peT measurements using the method [28] and
obtain

MW = 80.367± 0.013 (stat)± 0.022 (syst) GeV

= 80.367± 0.026 GeV.

The probability to observe a larger difference than ob-
served between these two measurements is 2.8%. The
probability to observe a larger difference than observed
when all three measurements are combined is 5%. We
combine this measurement with the earlier D0 measure-
ment [6] to obtain

MW = 80.375± 0.011 (stat)± 0.020 (syst) GeV

= 80.375± 0.023 GeV.

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available
statistics of the W → eν and Z → ee samples. Thus, a

Run IIb 4.3 fb-1 result:

Further combine with Run IIa 1 fb-1 result, we obtain
the new Run II 5.3 fb-1 result:
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FIG. 2: The (a) mT , (b) peT , and (c) /ET distributions for data and fastmc simulation with backgrounds. The χ values are
shown below each distribution, where χi = [Ni − (fastmci)]/σi for each bin in the distribution, Ni and fastmci are the data
and fastmc template yields in bin i, respectively, and σi is the statistical uncertainty in bin i. The fit ranges are indicated by
the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of theMW measurement.

∆MW (MeV)
Source mT peT /ET

Electron energy calibration 16 17 16
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 5 6 14
Electron efficiencies 1 3 5
Backgrounds 2 2 2
Experimental Subtotal 18 20 24
PDF 11 11 14
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production Subtotal 13 14 17
Total 22 24 29

ble II also shows the MW uncertainties arising from the
backgrounds.

The uncertainties due to the production mechanism
are dominated by the uncertainties due to the PDFs.
These affect the MW measurement since a change in the
momentum fraction carried by the quarks in the p or p
results in a change in acceptance of the electrons from
W boson decay after application of the electron pseudo-
rapidity requirements. The uncertainties in the PDF are
propagated to a one standard deviation uncertainty in
MW by generating ensembles of W boson events using
pythia with the CTEQ6.1 [27] prescription. The other
production uncertainties have been discussed above.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the χ2 val-
ues computed for the differences between the data and
fastmc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We perform a variety
of consistency checks of the stability of our results. We
vary the fit ranges for the mT , peT and /ET distributions.
The data are also divided into statistically independent

categories based on instantaneous luminosity, time, elec-
tron η, and the projection of #uT on the electron direction.
The exclusion region near CC module edges is varied, and
the selection requirement on uT is varied. The results are
stable to within the measurement uncertainty for each of
these tests.
The total correlations among the three W boson mass

measurements are determined by combining the covari-
ance matrices for each source of uncertainty. For uncer-
tainties which arise from sample statistics, such as the
electron energy scale, the full covariance matrices are de-
termined using ensemble studies. For uncertainties which
are non-statistical in nature, such as the QED uncer-
tainty, the correlations among the three observables are
defined as 100% to prevent these uncertainties from being
decreased in the combination. The resulting total cor-
relations, including both categories of uncertainties, are
0.89 (mT , peT ), 0.86 (mT , /ET ) and 0.75 (peT , /ET ). When
considering only the uncertainties which are allowed to
decrease in the combination, we find that the /ET mea-
surement has negligible weight. We therefore combine
the mT and peT measurements using the method [28] and
obtain

MW = 80.367± 0.013 (stat)± 0.022 (syst) GeV

= 80.367± 0.026 GeV.

The probability to observe a larger difference than ob-
served between these two measurements is 2.8%. The
probability to observe a larger difference than observed
when all three measurements are combined is 5%. We
combine this measurement with the earlier D0 measure-
ment [6] to obtain

MW = 80.375± 0.011 (stat)± 0.020 (syst) GeV

= 80.375± 0.023 GeV.

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available
statistics of the W → eν and Z → ee samples. Thus, a

The previous world average uncertainty was just this 23 MeV.
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New averages

Our new 4.3 fb-1 result assumes a W width of 2100.4 MeV. For the purpose of combination, 
the width hypothesis has been adjusted to the SM value 2093.2 ± 2.2 MeV.

 (GeV)Wm
80 80.2 80.4 80.6

LEP2 average  0.033±80.376 

Tevatron 2012  0.022±80.389 

D0 Run II  0.023±80.376 

D0 Run I  0.083±80.478 

CDF Run  II  0.048±80.413 

CDF Run I  0.081±80.436 

World average  0.018±80.385 

March 2012

(200pb-1)

Without new CDF run II result

With only new D0 Run II 
result, the world average 
uncertainty is brought down 
from 23 MeV to 18 MeV
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Conclusions

Together with our earlier Run II 1 fb-1 measurement, the new D0 
Run II 5.3 fb-1 result:

17
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FIG. 2: The (a) mT , (b) peT , and (c) /ET distributions for data and fastmc simulation with backgrounds. The χ values are
shown below each distribution, where χi = [Ni − (fastmci)]/σi for each bin in the distribution, Ni and fastmci are the data
and fastmc template yields in bin i, respectively, and σi is the statistical uncertainty in bin i. The fit ranges are indicated by
the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of theMW measurement.

∆MW (MeV)
Source mT peT /ET

Electron energy calibration 16 17 16
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 5 6 14
Electron efficiencies 1 3 5
Backgrounds 2 2 2
Experimental Subtotal 18 20 24
PDF 11 11 14
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production Subtotal 13 14 17
Total 22 24 29

ble II also shows the MW uncertainties arising from the
backgrounds.

The uncertainties due to the production mechanism
are dominated by the uncertainties due to the PDFs.
These affect the MW measurement since a change in the
momentum fraction carried by the quarks in the p or p
results in a change in acceptance of the electrons from
W boson decay after application of the electron pseudo-
rapidity requirements. The uncertainties in the PDF are
propagated to a one standard deviation uncertainty in
MW by generating ensembles of W boson events using
pythia with the CTEQ6.1 [27] prescription. The other
production uncertainties have been discussed above.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the χ2 val-
ues computed for the differences between the data and
fastmc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We perform a variety
of consistency checks of the stability of our results. We
vary the fit ranges for the mT , peT and /ET distributions.
The data are also divided into statistically independent

categories based on instantaneous luminosity, time, elec-
tron η, and the projection of #uT on the electron direction.
The exclusion region near CC module edges is varied, and
the selection requirement on uT is varied. The results are
stable to within the measurement uncertainty for each of
these tests.
The total correlations among the three W boson mass

measurements are determined by combining the covari-
ance matrices for each source of uncertainty. For uncer-
tainties which arise from sample statistics, such as the
electron energy scale, the full covariance matrices are de-
termined using ensemble studies. For uncertainties which
are non-statistical in nature, such as the QED uncer-
tainty, the correlations among the three observables are
defined as 100% to prevent these uncertainties from being
decreased in the combination. The resulting total cor-
relations, including both categories of uncertainties, are
0.89 (mT , peT ), 0.86 (mT , /ET ) and 0.75 (peT , /ET ). When
considering only the uncertainties which are allowed to
decrease in the combination, we find that the /ET mea-
surement has negligible weight. We therefore combine
the mT and peT measurements using the method [28] and
obtain

MW = 80.367± 0.013 (stat)± 0.022 (syst) GeV

= 80.367± 0.026 GeV.

The probability to observe a larger difference than ob-
served between these two measurements is 2.8%. The
probability to observe a larger difference than observed
when all three measurements are combined is 5%. We
combine this measurement with the earlier D0 measure-
ment [6] to obtain

MW = 80.375± 0.011 (stat)± 0.020 (syst) GeV

= 80.375± 0.023 GeV.

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available
statistics of the W → eν and Z → ee samples. Thus, a
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FIG. 2: The (a) mT , (b) peT , and (c) /ET distributions for data and fastmc simulation with backgrounds. The χ values are
shown below each distribution, where χi = [Ni − (fastmci)]/σi for each bin in the distribution, Ni and fastmci are the data
and fastmc template yields in bin i, respectively, and σi is the statistical uncertainty in bin i. The fit ranges are indicated by
the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II: Systematic uncertainties of theMW measurement.

∆MW (MeV)
Source mT peT /ET

Electron energy calibration 16 17 16
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 5 6 14
Electron efficiencies 1 3 5
Backgrounds 2 2 2
Experimental Subtotal 18 20 24
PDF 11 11 14
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production Subtotal 13 14 17
Total 22 24 29

ble II also shows the MW uncertainties arising from the
backgrounds.

The uncertainties due to the production mechanism
are dominated by the uncertainties due to the PDFs.
These affect the MW measurement since a change in the
momentum fraction carried by the quarks in the p or p
results in a change in acceptance of the electrons from
W boson decay after application of the electron pseudo-
rapidity requirements. The uncertainties in the PDF are
propagated to a one standard deviation uncertainty in
MW by generating ensembles of W boson events using
pythia with the CTEQ6.1 [27] prescription. The other
production uncertainties have been discussed above.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the χ2 val-
ues computed for the differences between the data and
fastmc shown in Figs. 1 and 2. We perform a variety
of consistency checks of the stability of our results. We
vary the fit ranges for the mT , peT and /ET distributions.
The data are also divided into statistically independent

categories based on instantaneous luminosity, time, elec-
tron η, and the projection of #uT on the electron direction.
The exclusion region near CC module edges is varied, and
the selection requirement on uT is varied. The results are
stable to within the measurement uncertainty for each of
these tests.
The total correlations among the three W boson mass

measurements are determined by combining the covari-
ance matrices for each source of uncertainty. For uncer-
tainties which arise from sample statistics, such as the
electron energy scale, the full covariance matrices are de-
termined using ensemble studies. For uncertainties which
are non-statistical in nature, such as the QED uncer-
tainty, the correlations among the three observables are
defined as 100% to prevent these uncertainties from being
decreased in the combination. The resulting total cor-
relations, including both categories of uncertainties, are
0.89 (mT , peT ), 0.86 (mT , /ET ) and 0.75 (peT , /ET ). When
considering only the uncertainties which are allowed to
decrease in the combination, we find that the /ET mea-
surement has negligible weight. We therefore combine
the mT and peT measurements using the method [28] and
obtain

MW = 80.367± 0.013 (stat)± 0.022 (syst) GeV

= 80.367± 0.026 GeV.

The probability to observe a larger difference than ob-
served between these two measurements is 2.8%. The
probability to observe a larger difference than observed
when all three measurements are combined is 5%. We
combine this measurement with the earlier D0 measure-
ment [6] to obtain

MW = 80.375± 0.011 (stat)± 0.020 (syst) GeV

= 80.375± 0.023 GeV.

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available
statistics of the W → eν and Z → ee samples. Thus, a

Submitted to Phys. Rev. Lett. on 1 March 2012, arXiv:1203.0293 [hep-ex] 

We present a new measurement of the W boson mass using 4.3 fb-1 of 
D0 Run II data:

Higher precision is expected in the future at D0:
- we still have twice more data to be analyzed, 
- working to reduce the sensitivity to the PDF uncertainties, 
- working with theory colleagues to reduce uncertainties in the model of W production and decay.

With only the new D0 Run II result, the world average uncertainty is brought down 
from 23 M to 18 MeV
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to Z ! ee events by one statistical standard deviation
including correlation coefficients. The electron energy
resolution systematic uncertainty is determined by varying
resolution parameters determined in the fit to the width of
the observed Z ! ee mee distribution. The shower model-
ing systematic uncertainties are determined by varying the
amount of material representing the detector in the detailed
simulation within the uncertainties found by comparing the
electron showers in the simulation to those observed in
data. No effect was seen when studying possible systematic
bias for the energy loss differences arising from the differ-
ing E or ! distributions for the electrons from W and Z
boson decay. The quoted systematic uncertainty is due to
the finite statistics of the event samples from the tuned
detailed simulation that are used to transport calibrations
from the Z to the W sample. The electron efficiency
systematic is determined by varying the efficiency by 1
standard deviation. Table II also shows the MW uncertain-
ties arising from variation of the background uncertainties
indicated above.

Among the production uncertainties, the parton distri-
bution function (PDF) uncertainty is determined by gen-
erating W boson events with the PYTHIA [17] program
using the CTEQ6.1M [18] PDF set. The CTEQ prescrip-
tion [18] is used to determine a 1 standard deviation
uncertainty [8] onMW . The QED uncertainty is determined
using WGRAD [19] and ZGRAD [20], varying the photon-
related parameters and assessing the variation in MW and
by comparisons between these and PHOTOS. The boson pT

uncertainty is determined by varying g2 by its quoted
uncertainty [13]. Variation of g1 and g3 has negligible
impact.

The quality of the simulation is indicated by the good "2

values computed for the difference between the data and
FASTMC shown in the figures. The data are also subdivided
into statistically independent categories based on instanta-
neous luminosity, time, the total hadronic transverse en-
ergy in the event, the vector sum of the hadronic energy,
and electron pseudorapidity range. The fit ranges are also

varied. The results are stable to within the measurement
uncertainty for each of these tests.
The results from the three methods have combined

statistical and systematic correlation coefficients of 0.83,
0.82, and 0.68 for (mT , pe

T), (mT , E6 T), and (pe
T , E6 T),

respectively. The correlation coefficients are determined
using ensembles of simulated events. The results are com-
bined [21] including these correlations to give the final
result

MW ¼ 80:401" 0:021ðstatÞ " 0:038ðsystÞ GeV
¼ 80:401" 0:0:43 GeV:

The dominant uncertainties arise from the available statis-
tics of the W ! e# and Z ! ee samples. Thus, this mea-
surement can still be expected to improve as more data are
analyzed. TheMW measurement reported here agrees with
the world average and the individual measurements and is
more precise than any other single measurement. Its in-
troduction in global electroweak fits is expected to lower
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FIG. 2 (color online). The (a) mT , (b) p
e
T , and (c) E6 T distributions for data and FASTMC simulation with backgrounds. The " values

are shown below each distribution where "i ¼ ½Ni & ðFASTMCiÞ'=$i for each point in the distribution, Ni is the data yield in bin i, and
only the statistical uncertainty is used. The fit ranges are indicated by the double-ended horizontal arrows.

TABLE II. Systematic uncertainties of the MW measurement.

!MW (MeV)
Source mT pe

T E6 T

Electron energy calibration 34 34 34
Electron resolution model 2 2 3
Electron shower modeling 4 6 7
Electron energy loss model 4 4 4
Hadronic recoil model 6 12 20
Electron efficiencies 5 6 5
Backgrounds 2 5 4
Experimental subtotal 35 37 41
PDF 10 11 11
QED 7 7 9
Boson pT 2 5 2
Production subtotal 12 14 14

Total 37 40 43

PRL 103, 141801 (2009) P HY S I CA L R EV I EW LE T T E R S
week ending
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141801-6

19

Published Results DØ RunIIa 1 fb-1

Central Calorimeter (CC) Electrons
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Phys. Rev. Lett. 103, 141801 (2009).

 (GeV)Wm
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LEP2 average  0.033±80.376 

Tevatron 2009  0.031±80.420 

D0 Run II  0.043±80.402 

D0 Run I  0.083±80.478 

Tevatron 2007  0.039±80.432 

CDF Run  II  0.048±80.413 

CDF Run 0/I  0.081±80.436 

World average  0.023±80.399 
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Recoil Calibration
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We have certain free parameters in the recoil model for tuning the fast MC to 
agree with Z->ee data events, using the standard UA2 observables:
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Electron efficiency model

25

Efficiency modeling in the high inst. lumi. condition is challenging:
   - pileup and hard recoil contaminate the electron reconstruction window, 
   - correlations with electron kinematics.

A two-step modeling:
  - model the efficiency in a detailed simulation overlaid with pileup from 
collider data. 
  - check efficiency dependences using Z->ee events comparing data and 
detailed simulation.

M(ee) < 100 GeV) equivalent to the efficiency calculation M(ee) window that is used1

in efficiency measurement from collider data. Those colorimeter regions containing dead2

cells that are simulated in the full MC (see Appendix A.1) are also excluded. The energy3

scale correction for electrons that fail the H-Matrix criterion is determined separately for4

full MC and applied in the efficiency measurement.5

From the ratio of efficiencies between data and full MC as shown in Figure 7, we do6

not see any H-Matrix efficiency dependence on pT (e) need to be corrected for the W mass7

measurement using collider data.8
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Figure 7: H-Matrix efficiency derived from Z → ee data and full MC as a function of
electron pT (e), and the ratio between them (data over full MC).

3 Efficiency ratio between data and full MC9

3.1 Efficiency dependence on pT (e)10

The H-Matrix efficiency as a function of pT (e) is shown in Section 2 as an example to11

present our method the extract the efficiency from collider data. Following the same12

method, in this section, we derive the loose-track-match efficiency and tight-track-match13

16

remaining effect arising from the u‖, and thus the slope to use in the fast MC, the same1

analysis as in [11] is performed using the fast MC. The value of the “kink point” is taken2

from the study of full MC15, and the slope from the purely u‖ contribution in the fast3

MC is adjusted in such a way that the slope of the apparent u||-efficiency is the same in4

fast MC and in full MC.5

8.7 Validation6

As part of the MC closure test, we can valid our efficiency modeling by extract the7

efficiency from fast MC by turning on and off the efficiency model applied, and compare8

with the efficiency extracted from full MC based on the truth.9

Figure 27 shows the comparison of efficiency as a function of true peT extracted from10

full MC and fast MC. Figure 28 shows the comparison of efficiency as a function of11

ηdet. extracted from full MC and fast MC. For both electrons in Z → ee events and in12

W → eν events, we can observe our efficiency model in PMCS well describes the efficiency13

dependencies in full MC.14
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Figure 27: The efficiency as a function of true peT derived from full MC and fast MC for
electrons in Z → ee (left) and W → eν (right) events. Excellent agreement is found.

15The values measured in data will be used for the final W analysis.
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D0 Run II 4.3 fb-1 D0 Run II 4.3 fb-1 D0 Run II 4.3 fb-1
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MC closure test

36
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 m
T
:    80.448 ± 0.005 (stat) GeV

 p
T
(e):  80.448 ± 0.005 (stat) GeV

 Met:    80.455 ± 0.006 (stat) GeV

 Input value: 80.450 GeV

9.8 M events after 
selection

D0 full MC D0 full MC

D0 full MC
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New averages

Our new 4.3 fb-1 result assumes a W width of 2100.4 MeV. For the purpose of combination, 
the width hypothesis has been adjusted to the SM value 2093.2 ± 2.2 MeV.!"#$%&"'($)*'$&+,$-.$/*00"1*'"&2*# 3,'420"1$52#,6/+,,7,$7,42#"'8$9"':+$;7&$<.;< =?
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Now!
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Constraint on the Higgs boson mass
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Previous (Dec. 2011) SM Higgs fit:

     mH = 92 +34-26 GeV
     mH < 161 GeV @ 95% C.L.

New prel. SM Higgs fit:

     mH = 94 +29-24 GeV
     mH < 152 GeV @ 95% C.L.


